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Engines back at National Steam Center Phil’s Ride  

   Dave Mickle’s final trip fittingly in his beloved 
Steam Wagon Ethel.     Photo Rohan Lamb 
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 Being a quiet fellow , not everyone will know  MSTEC member Phil  Randall. is 
a bit of a legend in off road motorbike circles. His claim to fame is being the first and 
oldest person to ride a motorbike on all 7 continents of the world including Antarctic 
but that is another story. Anyway in this time of  lockdown he reflects for us on 
another adventure , this time a bit closer to home at their club camp up the Buckland 
near Bright. Here is this adventure. 
  Cup Weekend  2005    
  Friday.    Day of Brownie Points and great Expectations. 

I had arrived on the Thursday,  Peter and Cameron were already there, a bit of coffee 
to be consumed and a day well spent cutting up some of the wood lying around the block after the storms. I had brought some spare parts, 
and hopefully would repair the hot water system on the showers. It was ideal burning weather, and a few more square metres of 
blackberries were cleared out. Families had started to arrive, Steve Simons and Ron Darby were riding across from Narbethong, and were 
expected around 6.00 pm. 
  The allotted time came and went, nightfall arrived, we didn’t know where they were, or which way they were coming.  They 
arrived at about 6.00 am in the morning on foot, having walked the last 20 km from Lake Cobbler direction. The bikes were down the side 
of the embankment, where they had tried to get around a large log. One of the bikes had a damaged clutch. 
  More people had arrived and the place was looking good. 
 

 Saturday.   Day of the Cavalry. 
  Steve, Craig and Ron had left early,( they had barely arrived), complete with chain saw to clear the track and pick up the 
bikes.  It was going to be too much fun to miss, so we hot footed it behind them, only to find a monster log across the road just after the 
Williams Logging Road turn off. I was not aware that this was the log in question, so headed off along Williams and around and down to 
the other side. The boys had just got there, and we had various attempts to cut the log, lever it , roll it to no avail. There is some geometric 
formulae here somewhere. “ If the sum of twice the blade equals less than the minimum diameter of the log,  then the effect of gravity 
becomes zero.” 
 We managed to get their bikes up onto the road, and a few of us found a track around the log, be it with a bit of puffing and panting, 
but the ute would have to go back the way it had come. It was all down hill to the Williams Rd turn off, so the bikes were rolled down, but 
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we still had too many bikes at the top without 
enough riders.  David Wigg , bless his heart, had 
the courage to sit on my pillion seat while I rode 
back up the hill.  I kid you not, it was an 
experience for both of us, with D hanging on like 
grim death, and my front wheel touching the 
ground when it seemed like it had no other choice. 
 In the middle of all this excitement, 
swearing and log sawing, we rode off to Lake 
Cobbler, interrupted the locals test match and had 
our photographs taken for their club magazine. I 
left my helmet on, she will never recognise me. 
 The day was marching on, there was beer 
to be drunk, and more families had arrived. 

      Sunday.   Day of recovery. 
  It had rained during the night and looked like it would 
drip all day.  It was becoming clear that a lot of the tracks were closed 
with logs, the river was too high to cross at Camp Creek, and Shultz’s 
was closed.  Where to go?.   Bright is always a good idea. We would 
try Buffalo Divide to Dandongadale  cross the bridge, try Goldie's  
and the Buggery Track and work our way over to the Buckland 
Valley. It wasn’t to be, Buggery was full of logs that had been cut for 
the first few kms, then wall to wall timber.  Goldies is a bit boring at 
the best of times, we would have a look at Yarrabulla. It was boggy 
and wet, we had gone about 2 km, and here was an ancient 4x4 land 
rover, I think, up to the wheel hubs in water and mud.  He didn’t want 
any help,  ( Just Parked ! no doubt  )  so we pushed on.  I was fairly 
confident we would be back,( there is a long hill, and in the wet, 
impossible.) . Ted and I made a bit of a pigs ear of getting back 
through some of the creek crossings, and by the time we arrived the 
team had managed to get the ute out and send him on his way.  It was 

getting late, the enthusiasm for Bright had waned, and the fridge was calling.  We would go back the way we had come. 
 We had barely got onto the Buffalo Road when we were waved down by a fellow who had a bogged Land Cruiser. They weren’t 
far off the road, but road tyres in a couple of inches of slop can dampen any ones enthusiasm. They were grateful for a bit of a push, and 
it added to our day of excitement. 
 We split up at the start of the Buffalo Divide Track, with a couple taking the road.  A quick sprint back along the ridge would 
round the day of nicely.  It was getting late and rain was starting to fall, the gallop slowed to a canter. The Cobbler track  was a six inch 
blanket of porridge, the canter slowed to a trot, and then a walk.  Even the two Steves commented on the unfriendliness, of the sticky 
mess that the track had become. 
 Tim excelled himself by repairing the plastic fitting , where the guttering leads to the water tank .  Didn’t want any help but I lent 
him my hacksaw. 
 

 Monday.  Day of the Whimps. 
It was becoming apparent that we would not get to Bright any other way than the main road.  Not much fun, perhaps the 

Whitfield shop would be open?. After a bit of a late start, back up the Cobbler track we went. In just a few hours it is amazing how much 
the track dried out, the 4 x 4’s had been through with their real chainsaws and down the staircase we went, to the King River.  There was 
a bit of water flowing, and  a couple of us ploughed through to the other side. 

Unfortunately one of the DR’s fell over, and a bit of time was lost in the dry out procedure. Ted and the others wimped out, so 
much for Whitfield, we sat around relaxing  in the sun for  while, and went back to camp.  A pleasant day was had by all. 

A few families and others had started to move out, other commitments etc. 
Tim was teaching his girls to ride, and a mini bike with training wheels was a delight to behold. 
Shane and his team arrived pretty much on schedule, Dennis had piked out, and one of the KTMs had given up.  Other than that 

they were in good spirits. 
 

Tuesday.     Day of reckoning. 
 Various groups were packing up for an early start. For those of us who remained, it was time to go for the final lap of the 

weekend. Shane and team were leaving early for their return trip, bikes had to be prepared, tyres changed and adjustments made. Four of 
us would ride out with them, and return to camp, that would round of our weekend nicely and allow us to be packed and ready to go by 
mid afternoon. We went with them to Craig's Hut, waved goodbye, and set off for the return trip. Dave had taken off his bash plate, and 
as the crankcase of the TT forms part of the frame he was reluctant to go back up the staircase. I think he could have gone up on the back 
wheel, anyway we opted to take the Little Cobbler Track, regrouped at the end at the Upper Rose Rd, and no Mark ?.( we had been 
regrouping on corners all weekend, and  the lead rider position had rotated a bit). What to do??. Perhaps he had gone on up to the 
Abbeyard turnoff. 

One of the many logs across the track . Just look at that stand of timber !  The black peaty water of Cobbler Lake formed by 
damming a swamp on the edge of the 5,000   
ft  high  plateau  Warwick Photo 
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 We back tracked a bit, split up and followed the two route choices we had, tore out a little of our hair and decided to go back 
to the camp and rethink the situation.  Julie was not to concerned, and suggested that we should wait a bit.  Meanwhile we would prepare to 
go back out. Rob and Tim were about to depart, we would need to hold them for a bit. Steve had crashed his bike returning down the 
Cobbler Track. None of us was in any way enthusiastic about returning to Lake Cobbler at that time of day.   Well! he arrived, all sorts of 
excuses, had to borrow some fuel, but all was well.  I 
had my bit to say about waiting on corners, but it was 
time to go home. 

Myself , Steve and family and a couple of 
others agreed to meet in Mansfield for a coffee.  It 
was Melbourne Cup day and Mansfield had their own 
celebrations as well and the town was truly bubbling .  
There is some thing about Melbourne Cups and 
Brownlow Medals that I can’t put my finger on. 

 

It had been a marvellous weekend, a lot more 
people than I had anticipated, in view of the shortfall 
in the ride calendar.  There was a large representation 
of families, and lots of mini bikes and 4 wheel things.  
The kids had an endless ball, the Multi Purpose Training Facility on the other block was a real hit and well used. The wet spots on the block 
provided endless entertainment, and not only from the kids.  All in all the kids, and some of the mums, were well behaved. There is still a 
bit of  room for some improvement, and we need to readdress some of the areas used. I don’t think it is an insurmountable problem, that a 
bit of lateral thinking can’t resolve. 

 

Riders and Families Present.   It is probably my fault, but we didn’t record people as they arrived. They sort of just turned up, 
like mushrooms on a warm day.  They all know if they were there. There were a lot of new faces, and I don’t want to miss anyone.  Having 
said that, I would still like to welcome Ingrid Sibberas and  family on her first visit. 

 

Personally, I had a great weekend, the riders had a great weekend (Except for Steve), the wives had a great weekend and the kids 
had an endless ball.. Thanks to all for attending.  It is the support and company of others, that makes it all worthwhile. 

 

Phil Randall. 

Mt Cobbler viewed from the Rose River 
Road . The Staircase referred to by Phil comes 
down off the plateau on the right , the Cobbler track 
down the back and Rose River road to the left .The 
lake is on the lip of the plateau on the left  and ends 
in a spectacular waterfall.. Warwick Photo 

Moore’s Auction 

Something everyone remembers  the Moore's Wiles 
Steam Cooker  as someone once said the way to a mans 
heart is through his stomach     Warwick Photo 

 The talk around the club and indeed 
in the Steam Preservation movement, for 
some time, has been the eagerly awaited 
Moore Estate Auction.  
     For a bit of Background Derek Moore senior was an early 
and prominent member of MSTEC and one of the original 
consortium of  members who financed and built  Shed 7 one of 
the first to go up after out move to  Scoresby.  He had an 
eclectic collection of steam and nautical artefacts at our 
Scoresby Steam Museum but unfortunately some of it did not 
get much exposure after his passing around 1998. It then  
remained  in the care of Derek Junior  until  a couple of years 
ago until  the passing of Effie, Mrs Moore Senior . The estate 
subsequently came up for dispersal with an auction arranged 
with Burns & Co  at their premises in Bayswater . Being only a 
couple of weeks after our  March rally  it would required a big 
effort to get the items sorted into lots and transferred to 
Bayswater.  

S S     S S     S S    SS      S S    SS      S S    S S    SS      S S     
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Items at Scoresby       The item  club members will be most familiar with will be the  Wiles Army Steam Cooker, an 
Australian invention   (  See Steam Supreme issue 487 Aug 2011 for full details )  this did 
our spuds for club BBQ for around 40 years. Derek specially arranged it to be available one 
last time for our 2020 rally before it’s transfer to Bayswater .  
   On the other hand not all members will be aware  that the Sentinel Steam Steering  engine 
plumbed up in bay 1 is actually owned by the Moores . This very rare engine had an 
interesting working life on 3 different vessels ,  first a steering engine on a Dutch dredge 

then as a baring engine on two Melbourne Harbour trust dredges.  
   The Sentinel Engine after its removal   Burns & Co pic  
Also displayed in the same area and belonging to Moores is a ships 15 hp Allan  

vertical cylinder steam generator .  
 Other items from the  Derek snr era , but little seen since shed 7 has been closed to the 
public,  was his Fowler B5 Traction   engine.  Although a common engine this particular 
one is interesting being owned for some years by our Des Lang long association with 
MSTEC starting  1969 . It is of special historical significance being used for agriculture and 
haulage around At St Arnaud area  then bridge building around Shepparton .  
  
 
Also in 

this shed is their 10 hp Blackstone oil engine 
Australian built under licence by 
Clutterbuck , being in exceptional condition 
it attracted 24 pre auction bids . Smaller 
items included a Gardner single cylinder 
Diesel engine and a E27N kero Fordson 
tractor. 
Probably the most iconic Moore item  was 
the Hay Wagon  because of it’s  many years  
of service giving children rides initially  at 
Wantirna then until more recently at 
Scoresby until replaced with  our “people 
mover “ because of working with children 
restrictions .                                The Fowler traction Engine Towing the Hay wagon at our 2000 Rally  Jo Lloyd photo.  
  

 The Big Shift The clearing of the shed of auction items and their transport to Bayswater was efficiently handled by the 
Moore family and Burns & Co a few days after our rally . The only significant involvement by the club was the  removal of the 
2 engines  on display  in steam museum since this involved dismantling fences and disconecting steam pipes. Also a bit of help 
was given with the Fordson tractor when it was discovered the wheels would not turn—struck brakes ! 
 
 How  Did the Auction Go ?  Everything was set and the  countdown fast approaching  for Sunday 29 March  when  disaster 
struck with  the docking of the Corona Princess, and the pin pulled on all public gatherings due to the  Convid 19 lockdown . 
This prompted vivid images of having to bring all the stuff back to the steam centre. Nothing to worry about Burns & Co took 
it in their stride postponing it for 3 weeks while they set in place arrangement for online,  phone and absentee bidding . 
 The Sale  . I watched it online and it seemed to work very smoothly and efficiently attracting bidders from all around 
Australia. Being a very large auction with a number of vendors and over 1200 lots the Moore component was only a small part 
although with the steam engines and equipment it was the main feature so as 
usual kept till last . The rest was mainly collectables such as  enamel signs, oil 
bottles and metal toys realizing , to me, surprising amounts for stuff all you can 
do is to sit it on the shelf and look at it. 
 

 Hammer Prices, ( add  16 1/2 %  buyers premium ) 
     Wiles Cooker   $9000  with the auctioneer mentioning it’s long association 
with MSTEC BBQ s . As for getting our spuds done I do not  think we have 
seen the last of it !   
    Furphy on it’s transport $8,000  to Drysdale. 
    Allan Generator  $1,700  spirited bidding ending up with  some one at 
Chirnside after      a battle putting it beyond our limit. 
   Gardner single cylinder Diesel, 1 L2  and belt driven generator  $2400 Pre 
auction bid from Cockatoo so some one was determined to get it . I had only 
seen it run once in all it’s days at the club and it was superb .   

Burns  

Burns  
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End of an Era 
—Moore’s collection leaves the club after 50 years  
   With the rally over no time could be lost removing the Moore 
Estate machinery from shed 7 to the  Bayswater Auction Rooms 
of Burns and Co . Fittingly the Auction company engaged 
Beamish Heavy Haulage to handle the Fowler traction engine and 
Marshall portable. These engines go back to our “Wantirna”  days 
which  of course  was in Beamish’s yard. 
 

 Waiting to be picked up , Moore's Blackstone engine out 
of the shed for the first time at Scoresby . To the right better 
know is their “ Hay Wagon “ which enjoyed privileged 
accommodation in Fed Shed in return for many years of 
giving rides at our rallies. 

   Sentinel Steering Engine  Despite the auctioneer talking it up as being very rare 
and desirable the Gods must have been smiling as it  had very little interest falling for 
$500  and it is back at Scoresby. 
    Werner Ammonia Compressor $550 will complement our Werner collection  
    Blackstone Portable Oil engine   $ 8,250 
    Moore's Marshall Portable  $10,000  to Thornbury 
    Hay Wagon  $1,200  that’s gone  
    Marshall Portable  4 HP ( not at Moore's item but sent down from Taree on 
assignment } $18,00 
   Fordson Tractor  $950 someone got a good buy I would like to see it 
running after going to the trouble of fixing the brakes.  
   Fowler traction Engine  which the Auctioneer pointed out cannot be exported 
because of its local  significance  $90.000 to   Brendale Qld so at least it is staying in 
the country 
     

       So ends an era  but I do not think we have seen the last of a bit of the stuff  but  
hopefully it will get a bit More action than in the past . 
       The auctioneer seemed pleased with how things went in this time of change and 
uncertainty declaring there were 50 vendors and 73 thousand views of the online 
catalogue prompting then to make this type of Heritage Machinery sale an annual event. Start Saving your pennies  
                       Acknowledgments Burns & Co  Auction web site.  

Burns  

Burns  

Ted Beamish coupling up his 1970’s Kenworth to his folding goose neck float loaded with the Moore portable . All 
classic machinery that dates back to the  Wantirna days of the 1970’s  

Warwick pic 

S S     S S     S S    SS      S S    SS      S S    S S    SS      S S     
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 It probably was not well appreciated  2 of the engines in 
our steam section were on long term loan from the Moores , 
the Sentinel steering engine and Allan  generator .  Being 
behind the fence and plumbed in Club members assisted with 
the delicate job of removal of these. Other than that everything 
was efficiently handled by the auction company. 

  Burns & Co brought their JSB  Agri Plus Telehandler  
handy piece of kit for getting the Ammonia compressor 

out for loading . 
 

Do Not give the Virus a chance  
. It is good to see a supply of foam cups in the tea room so we 
can avoid using the china cups as the virus can live for up to a 
couple of days on their surface in the hope that another user 
will come along. 
 Just one thing  that makes the difference with disposable 
cups . OPEN the Packet from the BOTTOM  End ! This way 
you are only touching the base of the cup you are going to use.  
If you remove the cups from the top end you are not only 

touching  the lip of 
the cup you are going 
to use but the next 
one along  setting up 
the virus for the next 
person as well . 

Rally Packup  
Things were done a bit different this year . Rather than busting 
guts on the Monday evening  putting  machinery away in the 
dark  Adrian and Aaron decided to take the next day off and 
do it in the morning.  With the use of the Mecalac this worked 
out  much better.  Then thanks to the  Thursday gang  and 
others by the end of following  weekend   the fences and 
compounds were down and things pretty much back to 
normal . Just a few last things remained and then the lockdown 
struck so the final 
act was to get the 
borrowed hay back 
to Chesterfield 
farm .  With Travis 
away it took a bit of 
convincing the 
farm hand to accept 
the hay  as we had 
taken away a round 
bale and were 
bringing square 
bales back ! 
In the Press  
Old Glory’s  Vintage World column has Phil Randall's story 
about the steam pumps of the Mundaring  pipeline that carries 
water from Perth to Kalgoorlie . Technical Editor and MSTEC 
friend Derek Rayner was so impressed with Phil’s rundown in 
Steam Supreme Nov 2019 issue that he requested permission 
to use it in OG. 
Street Machine  Warwick was seen down at the Steam 
Museum with a professional photographer getting some of his 
toys snapped. No not for a forth coming auction but a story for 
this month ‘s  May issue of Street Machine magazine. One of 
Warwick’s engines that particularly caught photographer 
Nathan Jacobs  fancy was his Electronic Fuel Injected Jacobs 
Radial engine that sports a mixture of Warwick and Jacobs  
branded rocker covers. He could not resist a snap. 

S S     S S     S S    SS      S S    SS      S S    S S    SS      S S     

A Tribute to  -  David Walace Mickle  
 20/7/1930   14/4/2020  

We have lost a true Gentleman with the passing of Dave Mickle , he went 
peacefully of old age just short of  his 90 th. Birthday. 
 He will go down as one of the true pioneers of the steam / machinery 
preservation movement . It was him and others like him as young men who 
spawned the preservation movement with their determination  to save 
examples of steam machinery of all types in the last days of it’s working life 
when it was experiancing  wholesale scrapping. This interest never left him 
and in later years he found it extremely satisfying to visit working collections 
of preserved vintage machinery . Something today that is regarded as a 
desireable and ligitamate activity thanks to him and his mates passion and 
endeavours over the last 70 years. A true pioneer ! 
 

       Dave enjoying a surprise  birthday celibrations  at MSTEC           
 Sept 2013                                                

Warwick pic 

continued ——> 
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  Continued     He was a founding member of our  Melbourne 
Steam Traction Engine Club back in 1963 and now with its 
National Steam Center museum established has gone on to 
become one of the leading and most diverse collections of  
working Vintage Machinery in the World .  I kid you not ! 
 MSTEC officials in 1983 inspecting  what was to become 
the grounds of  our National Steam Museum  ( L to R 
Derek Moore jnr , Neil Daniels , Dave Mickle , Reg Murton , 
Derek Snr , Peter Jackman  .   Photo Murton collection  
     Although he had little restored stuff  himself and most of that 
was done for him by others he amassed a huge collection that 
included traction engines, portables, steam rollers, tractors, 

draglines both steam & IC not to mention Renault cars. 
Also in his care  were related  collectables , literature and  
archival material.  His aim was to save the equipment for 
future preservation and he certainly achieved this over the 
years passing it on to others at the right cost who he knew 
would do something with it. 
Dave ,  with the hat on , with his Yorkshire wagon in Bill 
McKinnon’s yard shortly after obtaining it from Adelaide 
at the end of the 70’s . According to Reg Murton’s eulogy 
he still not   payed for the transport  . Is that Dave’s 
Dilemma chalked on the boiler ?  Des Lang collection  
     There could be no funeral as such because of the virus 
but just a private service at the parlour for special friends. 
 As a 
fitting 

tribute , after special permission,  this steam wagon was used to transport 
his casket to the old Dandenong cemetery for  private burial thanks to the 
effort put in by Robert Jones and Ben Klaster.  

    

Dave’s coffin being loaded into his old Steam Wagon now restored 
and named Ethel after his mother.  

 Since Dave spent most of his life living  in central Dandenong  a special 
route was chosen to the cemetery to pass  as many of Dave’s old haunts as 
possible.  Of course this had to include the Railway station as trains 
continued to fascinate him all his life. 

   

 
Through the center of Dandenong leading the procession past the 
town Hall  with Robert Jones driving and Ben Klaster firing . I 
wonder what the traffic thought but Dave would not  have given a 
hoot. photo Anthony Legg  
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The Man Himself  
  Dave was a complex character with many facets . We can gain an insight into a 
few of these from  stories recounted by Reg Murton and later Warwick Bryce .  
  You have all no doubt heard the name  Dave Mickle  bantered around the club many times but not many knew him 
well . As Reg Merton , his life long friend from their school boy days in Kooweerup,  mentioned in his run down on Dave’s 
life his character had many layers that not everyone was aware of. 
   I really only became associated with him after our move to Scoresby and really did not have much to do with him until later 

years when it became obvious we both had a love of attending 
vintage machinery happenings not only around Australia but the 
world.  As a tribute to him here are a few of the stories  
    First  Impressions were of a small man with nuggetty 
complexion and disshreveled cloths who  screwed up his face when 
talking and used quaint 
expressions.  What struck me 
was after his move to a 
retirement home was how his  
neatness and complexion  
improved which suggests an 
enforced  change in tidiness 
eating and washing  habits. 
Despite unassuming 
appearances  he  was well 
known and respected  for his  
knowledge in steam , railway 
and heritage machinery circles 
all around the world.  
    Ethel  He was always identified with his beloved  Yorkshire 
steam Wagon  named after his mother, never missing an 
opportunity to get her out on the road or  to a Rally. This was  
provided  he could find someone to volunteer to first put it in order,  
crew  it and get fuel for free.  In return they where always rewarded 
with an adventure that could be talked about for weeks especially 
since his driving left a bit to be desired! 
     Fowler Roller was another favourite of his which is now with 
Brendan Roberts   In fact these 2  were about the extent of his 
restored machinery but they were only a snippet of what he 
amassed over the years .   

They also past  his long time residence in Herbert Street  Rohan 
Lamb photo 
 

        The thinking is to 
have a special do , perhaps 
at next year’s rally to 
honour him and hopefully 
amass as many of the 

machines he was instrumental in  saving over the years .  ( including our baby Rapier 
dragline LittleFoot which he was able to inspect restored at our rally ) 
    

He will be fondly remembered by friends he made all round the world in his many fields of interest. 
       Robert Jones can provide more info. 
    Acknowledgement Reg Murton , Rob Jones, Peter Jackman , Rohan Lamb, Anthony Legg 

Finally being laid to rest 
at Dandenong old 
Cemetery adjacent to his 
parents.A fitting tribute ! 

S S     S S     S S    SS      S S    SS      S S    S S    SS      S S     

Dave’s Fowler has been residing at the Steam 
Museum for a number of years now in the hands 
of Brendan  Roberts .  
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 His Yard at  Cranbourne was legendary but you 
did not get to see it until you were considered allright !  My 
first impression were 5 acres of swamp covered in 
blackberries and Teatree scrub with a few tumble down 
sheds with rusting away junk scattered around everywhere . 
Poking around was an adventure of discovery ,  derelict 
draglines, old tractors,  collapsing trucks old washing 
machines ,  perished tyres that he still though were good 
and drums  of unidentifiable liquids .  
   Ross Lloyd  on the lookout for snakes while 
searching for the boom of  our Rapier 4 1/2 dragline 
LittleFoot after Dave had donated it to us.   
 
 A life time of Collecting anything as long as it was 
cheap and too good to throw out . To give him credit he was responsible for saving and later passing on for preservation a huge 

amount of machinery that is now of significant heritage value that would 
otherwise have been scrapped. 

     Personal Circumstances Lack of knowledge about these put me on the 
spot one night . He asked me to give him a call when I had some info for 
him . The phone answered “Dave here” and I launched into the subject . The 
person on the other end appeared not to know what I was talking about so I 
backtracked which generated the response .” Oh you want young Dave , this 
is old Dave ,  Mum where is Dave tonight” . It never occurred to me 
someone past retirement age would still be living with mum and dad. His 
parents lived well into their 90’s . He never married or left  home but 
enjoyed talking to the girls especially if they were in charge of food. .  
 
 Club Involvement With his 
interest in steam he naturally 
gravitated to like minded young 

people in the dying days of steam when engines could be had for just scrap price 
leading directly to the establishment  of the MSTEC in 1963.         

 Dave and Clarrie Hall another steam 
preservation pioneer at Wantirna rally 1986 
peter Zerbe photo  
He was still involved with the club right up 
to the end with his last attendance at the rally 

just 4 weeks before his passing. 
It made Dave’s day to see the brilliant 

work done by Adrian Anderson , Paul 
McMillan and other on restoring the 
LittleFoot dragline that he donated to us . At times he was despondent that it would 
ever get done.  

      Rohan Rally photo  

Dave's Territory extended to anywhere there was vintage 
machinery. You would go to a significant rally be it 
Jondaryan in  Qld or the National rally in WA and  Dave 
would turn up , usually staying with a local enthusiast after 
invited himself. Reg Murton recounts he went to the UK at 
least 4 times in the twilight of steam . I heard him talk about 
French and African adventures as well . More recently I 
helped him with arrangements for Sandstone , South 
Africa  .   
 Dave comes to the rescue in the  Sandstone Sentinel 
Steam Waggon  after the  T Model Ford runs out of 
petrol  . Photo  Stars of Sandstone  2012 collection . 

A good example is this Rare French Albaret steam roller Dave 
rescued from ” The Islands “ and is now restored and in good hands 
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    Dave turned up at the  2017 NHMA  rally at 
Hamilton  as expected . At last he got himself a 
mobility scooter as his leg condition was slowing 
him down considerably.  
 It was a wet rally and everyone got bogged. 
With a bit of encouragement he hammed it up 
pretending to rescue the Atkinson’s little Wallace.       
 Photo courtesy Sam Newman  
 

Railways  were , according to Reg , a love of Dave 
going  back to his state school days in Kooweerup.  
Later on they that beckoned him around the world a 
number of times. I was with him in Freemantle  after 
the WA National Rally  and he hankered to go to 
Perth so we took the suburban train . After about ½ 
an hour looking round the Station I suggested we go 
Down Town but there was no interest and instead 
we headed off to find the Perth Country station . It 
was all closed with not a person in sight so I 

apprehensively stayed on the platform while Dave found 
away in . About 20 min later he appeared clutching bundles 
of timetables “What are you doing with those I asked” . “ I 
know someone who collects them he said “ Yes yourself , I 
thought and we got out of there. Just as well at the Funeral 
Reg related a similar incident from years ago that ended 
with him in jail in the Middle East for a few days. 

Dave hamming it up again and knowing of his 
reputation for going to sleep as soon as he sat 
down  pretended to be snoozing on the job as the 

Storeman at the Yarloop W.A. railway workshops alas no 
more. This offered a glimpse into his sense of humour 
and enjoyment of a bit of attention. 
     

Photographery Dave was very keen  particularly  16 mm movies and took many of early rallies . These are now of historic 
significance but often of poor quality that only true enthusiasts would persist with them. Later he updated to VHS and once he 
invited himself to my house to show me some he had . This left me a problem as I had got rid of my VHS player as they had 
become obsolete by that stage. Lucky it was hard garbage time and I found one on someone's nature strip. Dave duly arrived, 
just before dinner as expected and after a good feed we put on the video and he promptly fell asleep as he was want to do  
 
Frugality I first suspected this on a visit to Cranbourne where I saw a line of used teabags hanging on nails over the  kettle 
awaiting reuse. This was further reinforced when at a BBQ’s he was seen stuffing fried eggs in bread into his jacket pocket “ 
taking leftovers home for the dog “ . It could be embarrassing travelling with him  as he was known  to try getting into rallies 
and museums for nothing. If this did not go unnoticed I felt compelled to pay on the quiet for the 2 of us . On the other hand 
when it was agreed to share the cost of fuel or accommodation he honoured the commitment . 
  The ultimate  example comes from Rob Jones when he floated the idea to Dave of the possibility of using the Yorkshire 
Steam wagon to carry his casket when the day came . Dave thought that would be nice but immediately countered with “ how 
much more will the Funeral Director charge.” 
  

  That was our Dave ,  I consider it an honour to be counted as his friend and we will all miss him .  
    I hope this  brings back pleasant memorise for you too . 
   Warwick  

 

Coming Events 
 

Goldsmith canceled  ,Echuca needs checking  

With the virus situation changing by the minute the club is 
complying with government directives by Closing the gates to 

the public and cancelling Social Meetings. 


